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ABSTRACT
Tele-immersion is emerging as a new medium that creates
3D photorealistic, immersive, and interactive experience be-
tween geographically dispersed users. However, most exist-
ing tele-immersive systems can only support two-way collab-
oration. In this paper we propose a multi-layer framework
and a new data dissemination protocol to support multi-
site collaboration. The problem context is unique as multi-
ple remote sites participate in an interactive tele-immersive
session, where each site has multiple correlated 3D video
streams to send (later referred as multi-stream/multi-site en-
vironments). The key challenge is to disseminate such large
number of 3D live video streams among these sites subject to
the bandwidth and latency constraints while satisfying QoS
guarantees in visual quality. Among our findings is that the
simple randomized algorithm outperforms many other static
algorithms in the unique context. Moreover, the streams
generated from one site have high semantic correlation, be-
cause often cameras at one site are shooting the same scene,
only from different angles. We exploit the stream correlation
in the multicast protocol to minimize the level of loss.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications;
H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: Video

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement
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Tele-immersion, Multicast, Overlay

1. INTRODUCTION
Tele-immersion is receiving increasing attention today as

a new way of collaboration. The strength of tele-immersion
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Figure 1: The tele-immersive system architecture
from the publish-subscribe perspective.

is that with the combination of real-time 3D reconstruc-
tion, high-bandwidth networking, and efficient 3D rendering
techniques, it is able to immerse distant users into a shared
virtual space such that they have a strong sense of shared
presence. Over the last few years, tele-immersion has shown
great potentials in a wide range of applications such as video-
conferencing, distance learning of physical activities, collab-
orative art performance, and medical consultation [11, 6, 9,
7]. However, most existing tele-immersive systems can only
support two-party communication due to the limits of com-
puting resources and networking bandwidth. We propose
a multi-layer framework and a multi-stream/multi-site data
dissemination protocol that enables users at multiple sites
to participate in a tele-immersive session simultaneously at
interactive rate.

Supporting such multi-site participation is challenging in
the time-critical and bandwidth-demanding tele-immersive
environments. Conventional 2D video-mediated remote col-
laboration systems (e.g., video-conferencing) adopt an “all-
to-all” communication scheme, where the stream from one
site is sent to all other sites [3]. We argue that this is infeasi-
ble in tele-immersive environments, because (1) the stream
sent by each tele-immersive site is in 3D video format, which
consumes much more bandwidth than a 2D stream, and (2)
worse, each site often has more than one 3D stream to send,
with different streams showing different viewpoints. As an



example, the experiments described in [11] involved two sites
thousands of miles apart, with each sending about ten 3D
streams to the other. As the number of streams grows, the
“all-to-all” scheme has to be abandoned.

We present a multi-layer framework executed at each site
that leverages user preference on streams/views. This way
the tele-immersive system is embedded into the publish-
subscribe (pub-sub) paradigm. Figure 1 shows the sys-
tem architecture from this perspective. First, the 3D cam-
era clusters, each capturing the scene and producing a 3D
stream using real-time 3D reconstruction, become the pub-
lishers. Second, several heterogeneous displays that render
the 3D video at each sites become the subscribers. Users con-
figure the preferred view/streams to receive from other sites
for each display. Finally, a service gateway is introduced as
the rendezvous point (RP) (or core) at each site. The role of
RP is very important because it collects 3D video streams
from local cameras and other sites, and disseminates them
to the displays as requested. All RPs form an overlay net-
work to disseminate the 3D video data among each other.
Therefore, each site collapsed into a RP node which is the
aggregate point of the streams on the overlay network. From
thereafter, we use nodes and RPs interchangeably.

In the multi-stream/multi-site environment, every node
acts as both sender and receiver of multiple streams simulta-
neously. In other words, the multi-site tele-immersive over-
lay network has a highly dense graph. We formalize the
data dissemination problem as a multicast forest construc-
tion problem. Several algorithms are evaluated by simu-
lation. We find that randomized algorithms work well in
this context. Furthermore, the streams generated from one
node have high semantic correlation, because often cameras
at one site are shooting the same scene, only from different
angles. We exploit the correlation in the multicast protocol
to minimize the level of loss.

2. FRAMEWORK

2.1 System Model
The graph consisting of all RPs can be modeled as a com-

plete virtual graph of N nodes. Each node i has an out-
degree bound, Bi, and an in-degree bound, Ii, which repre-
sent the bandwidth constraints. Each node has a set of out
streams, Si, to send. The streams sent from one site have
high semantic correlation between each other. The view of a

camera is given by the normal vector
−→
O of its image plane,

and the view of a stream is the view of the camera that pro-
duces it. The correlation between streams sp

i and sq
i sent

from node i is the dot product of the two view vectors.

C(sp
i , sq

i ) =
−→
O (sp

i ) · −→O (sq
i ) where sp

i , sq
i ∈ Si (1)

Note that although the streams from one site have semantic
correlation, we assume they are independently coded and
transmitted.

In the following sections, we describe the multi-layer frame-
work collaterally with the session setup protocol. The multi-
layer framework consists of three layers: front end, stream
selection, and pub-sub substrate.

2.2 Multi-layer Framework
The front end layer provides a user interface for stream

or viewpoint selection. Users at each site can visually select

Figure 2: GUI for stream/viewpoint selection.

Figure 3: Simulated views

their favorite streams in a GUI as shown in Figure 2. Their
subscription requests, each represented by a streamID of
the stream that they wish to receive, are collected into a
list and passed to the underlying stream selection layer. If
the users feel selecting streams manually is too tedious, an

alternative option is to only specify a preferred view,
−→
O (k),

for site k they wish to subscribe and the maximum number of
streams (fk

i ) they wish to receive from k (assuming the users
are at site i). Figure 3 shows some examples of simulated
views of a site. In this case, pairs of {O(k), fk

i } are passed
to the layer below.

The stream selection layer processes the subscription re-
quests, and generates a final list of requests to send to the
membership server. The requests can take the format of
either a streamID list or pairs of {O(k), fk

i }. In the for-
mer case, the total number of requests made by the upper
layer (Ri) is checked against the in-degree bound (Ii) of this
node. If the number of requests satisfy the bound (Ri ≤ Ii),
the list is directly sent to the membership server in a REQ
message. If the number of requests is larger than the bound
by e (i.e., Ri −Bi = e), the last e requests are pruned, and
the shortened list is sent in a REQ message. In the latter
case, assuming t = minimum(

∑N
k=1 fk

i , Bi), the t most cor-
related streams to the user specified view are selected and
sent to the server in a REQ message.

The pub-sub substrate layer is on the overlay level where
each RP sends/receives 3D video data to/from each other.
All RPs form an overlay network to disseminate the 3D
video data among each other. The structure of the over-
lay is centrally determined by the membership server. The
membership server replies each REQ request with a REP
message containing list of (Parent, streamID) pairs where
the Parent is the node the subscriber should contact to get
stream streamID.

3. OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION



One key component in the algorithm is the construction
of the multicast forest overlay. We stress that the tele-
immersive environment has a graph with high density, be-
cause each node acts as both sender and receiver of multiple
3D streams. In this section, we study several algorithms for
overlay construction in the unique context. The challenge is
to satisfy bandwidth constraint at each node, ensure end-to-
end latency between any pair of nodes, while accommodat-
ing as many requests as possible. The forest construction
problem in multi-site tele-immersion can be formulated as
follows.

Forest Construction Problem. Given a completely
connected graph G = (V, E), an in-degree bound din max(v) ∈
N, and an out-degree bound dout max(v) ∈ N, for each node
v ∈ V , a cost c(e) ∈ Z+ for each edge e ∈ E, and a set
of subgraphs G′subsets = {G′i | G′i ⊆ G} each with a source
node si, find a spanning forest, F = {Ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ H} where
H is the number of trees, with each tree Ti being a span-
ning tree that connects the source si with a subset of the
other nodes (G′′i ⊆ G′i−si), such that the total number of ex-
cluded nodes,

∑
i |G′i−G′′i |, is minimized, subject to the con-

straints that for all v ∈ Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ H), din(v) < din max(v)
and dout(v) < dout max(v), and cost(v, si) < Boundcost,
where cost(v, si) is the cost from the source si to node v
and Boundcost is the cost bound.

Wang et al. [8] has proven that the problem of finding a
solution subject to two or more constraints in any combi-
nation is NP-complete. Next we study four heuristic algo-
rithms for the forest construction problem.

Largest Tree First (LTF). The membership server sorts
all multicast groups according to the number of subscribers
in them. It then computes the spanning trees one by one
from the largest tree to the smallest one. The rationale is
that even if the last few trees cannot be constructed be-
cause of saturation, the number of rejected requests should
be small because we are left with the smallest trees.

Smallest Tree First (STF). The reversed algorithm of
LTF for comparison study. The hypothesis is that the re-
jection ratio of LTF should be smaller than that of STF.

Most Difficult Tree First (MDTF). The server eval-
uates how difficult to construct a tree in terms of the ag-
gregate forwarding capacity of a tree. A node i’s forwarding
capacity, wi, can be defined as wi = Bi−mi, where mi is the
number of out streams of i that is subscribed by at least one
node. The forwarding capacity of a tree for multicast group

G, WT , can then be defined as WT =
∑|T |

i=1 wi. The intu-
ition is that the larger this value is, the easier should it be to
construct the tree generally because new nodes are easier to
accommodate with a tree with large aggregate forwarding
capacity.

Random Join (RJ). Instead of building trees one by one,
the server randomly picks a node i and one of its subscription
request (to join stream s), then joins i into the existing tree
Ts.

All four algorithms construct a tree incrementally, i.e.,
join the requesting node into the tree one by one. To join a
node i into a tree T , the algorithm looks for a node j which
has free out-degree and maximum left forwarding degree of
all nodes in T , subject to the constraint that the cost from
i to the source of T if connected to j is smaller than a
bound. This join node algorithm always seeks to achieve
load balancing, which is essential in such a dense graph as a
tele-immersive session. A tree might be saturated, i.e., there
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Figure 4: Rejection ratio

is no eligible node in the tree to serve the requesting node.
In this case, incoming requests for this tree are rejected.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We compare the performance of the four algorithms by

simulation with 3-10 nodes. Each node has 1-20 streams
(randomly distributed) to send, and the out-degree bound
is also set to be randomly between 10-30. Two hundred ran-
dom samples are generated specifying several parameters,
e.g., the number of out-streams, out-degree bound, subscrip-
tion requests, for each site, and the cost (latency) between
sites.

Figure 4 shows the average rejection ratios for different al-
gorithms. The data support our hypothesis that LTF should
perform better than STF. However, somewhat surprising is
that the simple Random Join algorithm actually achieves
the lowest rejection ratio. We believe one of the most im-
portant reasons is that every tele-immersive node is heavily
burdened with serving requests. In tree-wise algorithms, a
node is much more likely to be congested in the first few
trees if it is the source or a node near the source. This
increases the probability of rejection in the construction of
latter trees because the node’s total bandwidth is shared
among different trees. In contrast, the randomized algo-
rithm achieves good balance because it distributes the tasks
of request processing among different trees randomly. The
likelihood a single node is congested is thus minimized, and
the rejection ratio decreased. Assuming the arrival of re-
quests follows a randomized distribution, the advantage of
randomized static algorithm actually suggests the potential
of dynamic algorithms.

5. CORRELATION
So far, a request is rejected once the tree to join is sat-

urated. However, we note that in tele-immersive environ-
ment, the streams generated from one site have high seman-
tic correlation between each other. Often the 3D camera
clusters at one site are shooting the same scene, only from
different angles. As an example, suppose a site A subscribes
to B’s four streams, B1,B2,B3,B4 and C’s one stream, C7.
Then losing one of B’s stream is less critical than losing the
single stream from C.

We describe a modified RJ algorithm, called Caucasus,
which accounts for stream correlation to minimize the level
of loss. Suppose vj

i is the number of streams node i sub-
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Figure 5: Rejection ratio with correlation taken into
account

scribes from node j. We define the criticality of node i los-
ing a stream s ∈ Sj as Qs

i = 1/vj
i . When a request (i, sj)

(node i joining stream sj) is rejected, the membership server
checks the streams that i has received already. If (1) there
is a stream sk with Q

sk
i ≤ Q

sj

i , and (2) i is a leaf node in
tree Tk, and (3) the parent of i in Tk, p(i)Tk , has stream
sj , then the edge p(i)Tk → i is removed in Tk and a new
edge p(i)Tk → i in tree Tj is added. In other words, i loses
sk instead of sj . This operation is done with minimal cost,
because i was a leaf node in tree Tk so removing the old link
would not cause relocation of any other nodes in Tk.

We compare Caucasus with a modified single-stream/multi
-site join node algorithm (with three important heuristic
optimizations) from [5]. We modify their join node algo-
rithm so that it works in the multi-stream/multi-site con-
text. More specifically, each stream is supposed to come
from a unique virtual node, so is each request. The band-
width constraint (degree bound) is thus evenly shared by
the virtual node. Suppose vj

i is the number of requests node

i made to node j, among which rj
i is rejected, and N is num-

ber of nodes. The definition of rejection ratio is modified as
U ′r =

∑N
i=1 rj

i /(vj
i × (N − 1)) to account for stream corre-

lation. As shown in Figure 5, our algorithm further reduces
the level of loss compared with one of the best dynamic al-
gorithms by considering stream correlation.

6. RELATED WORK
Raskar et al. proposed their vision of “Office of the Fu-

ture” in 1998 and stimulated the research on tele-immersion.
Virtual Auditorium [2] and Digital Amphitheater [4] were
among the early efforts that aimed to provide immersive
collaboration. However, in these applications each site only
transmitted a single 2D video stream and the “all-to-all”
communication scheme was adopted. In Coliseum [1], each
site sends only 2D frames constructed by visual hull tech-
niques with no depth information associated and also has
only one stream to send which simplifies the problem. We
were one of the first to build a multi-stream (per site) 3D
photorealistic tele-immersive system which features multiple
true 3D streams from each site and multiple displays that
render the video from different perspectives [10].

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present our study in multi-stream/multi-

site data dissemination problem in tele-immersive environ-

ments. We propose a multi-layer framework and a new dis-
semination protocol to support such multi-site collabora-
tion. Among our findings is that simple randomized algo-
rithms work well in the unique context.
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